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Remembering three
heroines lost too soon
Christine Loeber

Jennifer Golick

Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba
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Thorne
assault
case a
mistrial
Sonoma County jury
deadlocks on charges
involving stun gun
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A mistrial was declared Monday in the Sonoma County felony assault case against a former
deputy who kicked in a Sonoma
Valley man’s bedroom door and
shot him with a Taser, actions
caught on body-camera video
that led to the deputy’s firing.
Judge Shelly Averill declared
the mistrial and dismissed the
jury after it returned from three
hours of heated deliberations
deadlocked 8-4 for not guilty.
While Sonoma County law enforcement officers have been the
subject of complaints, Thorne
is the first local officer in recent
memory to face criminal charges
for on-duty actions. He could
still face up to three years in jail
if prosecutors pursue a new trial
and he’s convicted. Prosecutor
Bob Waner declined to say Monday whether he would pursue
another trial.
The judge ordered the parties
to return to court Monday, when
prosecutors may dismiss the
case or request a new trial.
Outside
the
courtroom,
Thorne declined to comment
about the case.
His attorney Chris Andrian
said he was not surprised by
the hung jury because of how
polarizing law enforcement and
excessive-force issues are in the
community.
“I think this shows people
realize that officers have to
handle split-second decisions,”

Relatives of Dr. Jennifer Gray Golick are presented with a flag Monday by Brandina Jersky with the Veterans Health Administration at a
Celebration of Life for the three Pathway Home workers killed last week, in Yountville.
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Event paid tribute to the
mental health workers
killed by Army veteran

Facebook
executive
plans to
step down

By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

H

YOUNTVILLE
eroes. Heroines. Three brave women.
Those were the terms used Monday
night to memorialize three mental health
care providers who died March 9 in service to
traumatized veterans, each having dedicated her
life to helping others struggling to adjust to life
after war.
During a 75-minute public event on the grounds
of the Veterans Home of California-Yountville
where the women served, they were remembered
for their compassion, commitment and unique
skills for meeting troubled patients on their own
battleground.
TURN TO MEMORIAL » PAGE A2

Info security officer’s
move comes amid
disinformation backlash
By NICOLE PERLROTH
AND SHEERA FRENKEL
NEW YORK TIMES

along, Crum said.
Episodes will be broadcast
later this year, but a spokeswoman for the production company
could not provide a specific airing schedule.
Each 30-minute episode of
“Cops” includes three unscripted segments from law enforce-

As Facebook grapples with a
backlash over its role in spreading disinformation, an internal
dispute over how to handle the
threat and the public outcry is
resulting in the departure of a
senior executive.
The impending exit of that
executive — Alex Stamos, Facebook’s chief information security officer — reflects heightened
leadership tension at the top of
the social network. Much of the
internal disagreement is rooted
in how much Facebook should
publicly share about how nation states misused the platform
and debate over organizational
changes in the runup to the 2018
midterm elections, according to
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Mike Gonzales, father of Dr. Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba, gathers himself before speaking.

TV’s ‘Cops’ filming in Sonoma County
Unscripted ride-along
show to feature deputies
and Santa Rosa police

The long-running TV series
“Cops” begins eight weeks of
filming Sonoma County sheriff’s
deputies today.
Producers for the 29-year-old
reality TV program — airing on
By NICK RAHAIM
Spike TV — are then slated to
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
ride along with Santa Rosa police
Cue the theme song: “Bad officers in May for another eight
boys, bad boys, what’cha gonna weeks.
“We want to showcase the
do?”
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good, hard work deputies do,”
said sheriff’s spokesman Sgt.
Spencer Crum. “It will also show
the challenges law enforcement
face.”
A two-person team from Santa
Monica-based Langley Productions are set to show up at today’s
4 p.m. briefing at the Sheriff’s Office before they will be assigned
to a deputy for a swing-shift ride-

SELF-DRIVING CAR FATALITY: Uber halts tests
after first known pedestrian death from a
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